
Compact Controller: History and compatibility

Compact Controller (MC911A)
Launched: 2003 Discontinued: 2005—obsolete, no spares available.

Compatible with INFINITY models made between 1985-2004 (approx.):
2402, 2406, 1616, 2408, 2418, 2020,2022, 2424, 2425, V3203, V1616, V1818, V2020, V2626, 
V2632.

Not compatible with current Rinnai water heaters or controllers.

Compact Controller (MC912A)

Compact Controller (MC601A)

Launched: 2005 Discontinued: Jul 2018—obsolete, no spares available.

Compatible with:
A-Series, HD-Series, EF26, VT-range, EFi250, EF250, and XR-Range.

Wireless controllers MC502S, MC503S. Compatible with current water heaters. Not compatible 
with older INFINITIES.

Launched: 2018 

Compatible with:
A-Series, N-Series, HD-Series, and EF26 - all current INFINITY models. Any INFINITY with an 
older MC912A controller fitted should be able to use this controller.
 
Deluxe bathroom (BC100V1Z) and Deluxe kitchen (MC100V1Z) controllers.

Old controller cables will be ok to use provided they are in good working order. Wire adjustment may be necessary at the controller 
end. All INF use a 12 V electrical system for controller connections. Power should always be turned off when any controllers are 
connected to an INF. This is to prevent damage to the main PCB, which if damaged will not be covered by warranty.



Kitchen Deluxe Controller: History and compatibility

Kitchen Deluxe Controller (MC333A / MC333AUC)

Launched: 1998 Discontinued 2001—obsolete, no spares available.

Compatible with: INFINITY models manufactured before 2001. Not 
compatible with newer / current model INFINITY units, or controllers.

Kitchen Deluxe Controller (MC701AUC / MC702AUC)

Launched: 2001 Discontinued: 2010—obsolete, no spares 
available.

Compatible with: V-Series models, not compatible with newer / current 
model INFINITY units.

Not compatible with older controllers.

Kitchen Deluxe Controller (MC100V1Z)
Launched: 2010

Compatible with: A-Series, N-Series, HD-Series, EF26 (all current 
models). These should also work with XR and VT series.

Not compatible with older controllers.

Old controller cables will be ok to use provided they are in good working order. Wire adjustment may be necessary at the controller 
end. All INF use a 12 V electrical system for controller connections. Power should always be turned off when any controllers are 
connected to an INF. This is to prevent damage to the main PCB, which if damaged will not be covered by warranty.



Bathroom Deluxe controller (BC451A / BC452A)

Bathroom Deluxe controller (BC701AUC / BC702AUC)

Bathroom Deluxe controller (BC100V1Z)

Bathroom Deluxe Controller: History and compatibility

Launched: 1998 Discontinued 2001—obsolete, no spares available.

Compatible with: INFINITY models manufactured before 2001. Not compatible 
with newer / current model INFINITY units, or controllers.

Launched: 2001 Discontinued: 2010—obsolete, no spares available.

Compatible with: V-Series models, not compatible with newer / current model 
INFINITY units.

Not compatible with older controllers.

Launched: 2010

Compatible with: A-Series, N-Series, HD-Series, EF26, and all current INFINITY 
models. These should also work with XR and VT series.

Not compatible with older controllers.

Old controller cables will be ok to use provided they are in good working order. Wire adjustment may be necessary at the controller 
end. All INF use a 12 V electrical system for controller connections. Power should always be turned off when any controllers are 
connected to an INF. This is to prevent damage to the main PCB, which if damaged will not be covered by warranty.


